
Talmidim Studies Choir tour to Israel
Tentative Dates: October 16-30 2017

Covenant Chorale is both a ministry and a musical endeavor. Strength in both areas is important 
for it to be a success. It is important that participants be sufficiently mature personally, spiritually 
and socially in addition to being musically competent. By applying for Covenant Chorale you are 
indicating that, if selected, you are committed to personal support for the choir on each level as 
part of the ministry of Talmidim Studies in Israel. This includes, but is not limited to:

- Having experienced the new birth through faith in Jesus Christ

- Showing fruits of spiritual growth in their walk with the Lord

- Maintaining an active devotional life and displaying spiritual maturity

Application Information
Name: ______________________________________________________________________________ Age_______________________

Address: _______________________________________________________________________________________________________

City / State / Zip: _______________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________ Email Address: _______________________________________________________

Home Church: ____________________________________________ Pastor _______________________________________________

Core purposes of the choir include a musical experience that represents artistic integrity, and is an 
intentional musical/worship ministry. In addition to that, what are your interests, hopes or suggestions 
as a potential choir member?
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Summarize your spiritual journey and current walk with the Lord.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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MuSIcAl SElF-EvAluAtIon
The following worksheet is intended to introduce us to your musical experience and ability level through a self-
evaluation. Please answer each question as accurately as possible. Give any supporting details that might add 
further substance to your answers. If necessary, you might also be called upon for some type of additional audition.

Singing Range

1. Please write a “1” in the blank beside the part division you prefer to sing, and a “2” beside any other part division you 
are able to sing with relative comfort.

Soprano I __________ Soprano II __________

Alto I __________ Alto II __________

Tenor I __________ Tenor II __________

Bass I __________ Bass II __________

The following may be answered with either a letter name and relative position (i.e., “E-flat at the

top of the treble staff,” etc.), or by position only (i.e., “2 spaces below the bass staff.”, etc.)

2. What is the functional top of your singing range? _________________________________ 
(the highest you can sing and control, but only for a short time)

3. What is the sustainable top of your singing range? _________________________________ 
(the highest you can sing and sustain for a period of time)

4. What is the functional bottom of your singing range? _________________________________ 
(the lowest you can sing and control, but only for a short time)

5. What is the sustainable bottom of your singing range? _________________________________ 
(the lowest you can sing and sustain for a period of time)

voice character
How would you characterize your voice within the following set of descriptions? (underline 1 or more in each category as appropriate)

1. Strength of voice: strong / moderately strong / medium / moderately weak / weak

2. “Color” of voice: dark / moderately dark / medium / moderately bright / bright

3. Clarity of voice: clear (no breath) / medium breathy / breath easily heard in voice

4. “Size” of voice: large / moderately large / medium / moderately small / small

5. Vibrato: heavy vibrato / medium (vibrato) / straight (no vibrato) / uncertain

Musical security
1. Please check any of the following that apply:

_________ comfortable singing my own part alone in a quartet

_________ comfortable singing my own part alone when surrounded by other parts in a choir

_________ comfortable singing my own part only when surrounded by others of my part

_________ difficult to stay on my part if I hear other parts close by

_________ difficult to feel secure on my own part in any setting

2. How would you describe your musical stability (not necessarily vocal strength)?

_________ a “musical anchor” in a section who can sing independently, and whom others could follow

_________ a stable sectional supporter once a part has been learned

_________ a good sectional supporter if with someone else of the same part

_________ a comfortable sectional supporter if surrounded by others of the same section

_________ a moderate supporter if there is someone strong to follow

_________ often feel musically insecure
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SIgHt READIng
Th e attached rhythmic and melodic examples are designed to test your sight reading abilities. Each example
(1-4) is slightly more diffi  cult than the previous one. Starting with number one in each category, sing through 
each example once or twice until you come to an example that you cannot read correctly after two tries. Circle the 
number of the highest example you can sight read correctly in each category. Remember that this is only a test of 
your sight reading ability, not your ability to learn a song over time.

1. Rhythmic sight reading: Examples 1.1-1.4

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

2. Melodic sight reading: Examples 2.1-2.4

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
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3. What description below best describes how you learn the music to a song?

a. _______ sight read independently

b. _______ sight read fairly well with some support (piano, recording, other singers, etc.)

c. _______ learn mostly by ear, but can basically follow and understand notation

d. _______ learn only by ear

4. How comfortable are you with reading round notes? Describe briefly.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5. How familiar are you with reading shaped notes? How much do shaped notes affect your ability to sing the notes 
accurately? Describe briefly.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

EAR tRAInIng
Please circle the best description. Add comments as helpful to clarify your answers.

6. How well can you match a pitch given from a pitch pipe or piano?
1-poorly 2-moderate difficulty 3-average 4-quite well 5-securely
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

7. How well can you find any starting pitch for a song when given the key from a pitch pipe?
1-poorly 2-moderate difficulty 3-average 4-quite well 5-securely
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

8. How well can you listen accurately within a choir and know you are singing in tune?
1-poorly 2-moderate difficulty 3-average 4-quite well 5-securely
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

9. If you were to sing four verses of Amazing Grace or another familiar hymn as a solo, how
easily could you begin and end in the same key?
1-seldom 2-unpredictable 3 much of the time 4 most of the time 5-easily able to
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
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ExpERIEncE

10. List any vocal training you have had from a voice class or private instructor.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

12. List your significant choir singing experiences and the time spent with each one.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

13. List any instrumental experience including instrument(s) played, training received and level of proficiency.
__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

14. Please list two people who know you musically, and whom we could contact if necessary to help provide 
additional musical information about you.

person 1: _________________________________________________________________

Relationship to you: ________________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________________

Phone: ________________________________ E-mail: _____________________________

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

person 2: _________________________________________________________________

Relationship to you: ________________________________________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________________

Phone: ________________________________ E-mail: _____________________________

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

If returning application electronically, send to: covenantchorale@talmidimstudies.org 
If returning by mail, send to: leonard Miller · 25656 Township Road 52 · Walhonding, Ohio 43843


